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Unit-6 

Poem :- If I Were an Apple 
Video link : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mgBx9b2dgaw 

*New Vocabulary 

1. Apple 

2. Grew 

3. Once 

4. Giving 

5. Nice 

6. Drop 

7. Tree 

8. Think 

9. Nobody 

10.Down 

*Rhyming words 

1. like – bike , mike 
2. down – town , crown 

3. fall – tall , mall 

4. eat – beat , treat 

*Answer the following questions. 

 
Q1. Where is the boy? 

A1. Under the tree. 

Q2. What does the child wants to be? 

A2. The child wants to be an apple. 

Q3. Which is your favorite fruit? 

A3. Mango is my favorite fruit. 

 
*Activity :- Draw a fruit basket. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mgBx9b2dgaw


*Reading Skills:- Picture comprehension 



Unit- 6 

Prose :- Our Tree 
Video link :- http://youtube.com/watch?v=SKO8UobtC3c 

 

*New Vocabulary 

 
1. Little 

2. Bird 

3. Ripe 

4. Berry 

5. Seed 

6. Branches 

7. Plenty 

8. Crawling 

9. Pluck 

10.Perch 

11.Beautiful 

*Word meanings 

1. Chirp – Sound made by a bird 

2. Pluck - Pick out 

3. Ripe - Fully grown 

4. Crawling – Moving on hands and knees 

5. Perch – Sitting of a bird 

 
*Answer the following questions. 

Q1. Where does the little bird see the 

fruit? 

A1. The little bird sees the fruit on a 

tree. 

 
Q2. What do squirrels do on the tree? 

A2. Squirrels run on the tree. 

 
Q3. What type of plant is born? 

A3. The little plant is born. 

http://youtube.com/watch?v=SKO8UobtC3c


Activity :- 



*Writing skills :- Letter writing “Leave letter ” 

*Application for 2 days leave. 

 
From, 

Name : Rina Shah 

Address : 202/Swati park , Chandkheda 

 

Date : 25/10/20 

 

To, 

The Principal 

Puna International School 

Ahmedabad 

 
Subject : To grant leave for 2 days. 

 

Respected mam, 

I am student of class 1 Diamond studying in your school. 

I am having fever. I will not be able to attend the school. Kindly grant me leave for 

2 days. 

Thanking you. 

Yours Faithfully . 

 Rina 



Unit – 7 

Poem :- A Kite 
Video link :- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZRB4B1s0CE 

 

*New Vocabulary 

1. Blow 

2. Wish 

3. Breeze 

4. Often 

5. Could 

6. Ride 

7. Kite 

8. Way 

9. Chanced 

10.Upon 

 
*Rhyming words 

 
1. blow – flow , slow 

2. ride – side , wide 

3. kite – bite , site 

4. way – may , say 

5. wish – fish , dish 

 
*Activity :- Make a beautiful kite of your choice. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZRB4B1s0CE


Unit – 7 

Prose :- Sundari 
Video link :- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R1xdD3FbaBc 

 

*New Vocabulary 

1. Sundari 

2. String 

3. Bobby 

4. Smiled 

5. Beautiful 

6. Wooden 

7. Animals 

8. Mouth 

9. Leaped 

10.Tugged 

 
*Word meanings 

 
1. Tune – Musical sound 

2. String - Thread 

3. Wind – Fast moving air 

4. Beautiful – Good looking 

 
*Answer the following questions. 

 
Q1. Who made Sundari? 

A1. Bobby made Sundari. 

 
Q2.Where did Bobby take Sundari? 

A2. Bobby took Sundari to the fair. 

 
Q3. Do you like to fly kites? 

A3. Yes, I like to fly kites. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R1xdD3FbaBc


Writing skills :- Essay writing “ Uttarayan ” 

 
1. Uttarayan is also known as Makarsankranti. 

2. It is an Indian festival. 

3. It is celebrated on 14th January every year. 

4. We buy colourful kites and threads. 

5. People enjoy this day by flying kites and eating sweets. 

6. It is also known as Harvest festival. 

7. It is celebrated all over India but by different names as Onam, Pongal, etc. 

 

*Draw a picture describing kite flying day and colour it. 



Unit – 8 

Poem :- A Little Turtle 

Video link :- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HbJsa00XfkA 

 

*New Vocabulary 

 

1. Little 

2. Turtle 

3. Crawl 

4. Slow 

5. Carry 

6. House 

7. Tired 

8. Head 

9. Tail 

10.Legs 

 

*Opposite words 

 
1. slow x fast 

2. come x go 

3. tired x energetic 

4. soft x hard 
5. walk x run 

 

*Answer the following questions. 

 

Q1. How does a turtle walk? 

A1. A turtle walks slow. 

Q2.What does the turtle carries on his back? 

A2. The turtle carries its house on its back. 

Q3. Where does the turtle go when it is tired? 

A3. The turtle goes inside its shell when it is tired. 

 

*Activity :- Join 

the dots and 

colour 

the picture. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HbJsa00XfkA


Unit – 8 

Prose :- The Tiger and the Mosquito 

Video link :- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NmRHAxE2gpc 
 

*New Vocabulary 

 

1. Buzzing 

2. Tiger 

3. Dozing 

4. Mosquito 

5. Paw 

6. Struck 

7. Scraped 

8. Bleed 

9. Quietly 

10.Proud 

 

*Word meanings 

 

1. Dozing : Having a light sleep 

2. Scraped : Rubbed 

3. Angry : Irritated 

4. Bleed : Blood started coming out 

 
*Who said to whom. 

 
1. “Hey! Mosquito ! Go away!” 

A. Tiger said to mosquito. 

2. Why should I go away ? 

A. Mosquito said to tiger. 

3. Don’t be so proud, my friend. 

A. Mosquito said to tiger. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NmRHAxE2gpc


Writing skills:- Story writing “The Lion and the Mouse” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A lion was once sleeping in the jungle when a mouse started running up and 

down his body just for fun. This disturbed the lion’s sleep, and he woke up 

quite angry. He was about to eat the mouse when the mouse desperately requested 

the lion to set him free. “I promise you, I will be of great help to you someday if you 

save me.” The lion laughed at the mouse’s confidence and let him go.One day, a few 

hunters came into the forest and took the lion with them. They tied him up against a 

tree. The lion was struggling to get out and started to whimper. Soon, the mouse 

walked past and noticed the lion in trouble. Quickly, he ran and gnawed on the ropes 

to set the lion free. Both of them sped off into the jungle. 

Moral :- A small act of kindness can go a long way. 



Unit : 9 

Poem :- Clouds 
Video link :- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZVoMzcnBQE 

 

*New Vocabulary 

 
1. Hot 

2. Sky 

3. Blue 

4. Little 

5. More 

6. Cloud 

7. Rain 

8. Cool 

9. Sing 

10.Again 

 
*Rhyming words 

 
1. rain – train , pain 

2. sing – ring , wing 

3. come – some 

4. hot – pot , cot 

5. blue – glue 

6. cool – fool 

 
*Fill in the blanks. 

 
1. The colour of the sky is blue. 

2. The clouds bring rain. 

3. We open umbrella when it rains. 

4. A little cloud comes looking for you. 

5. The colour of the tree is green. 

 

*Activity:- Colour the given picture. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZVoMzcnBQE


Unit – 9 

Prose:- Anandi’s Rainbow 

Video link :- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u06Lr6PyBLQ 

 

*New Vocabulary 

 
1. Anandi 

2. Window 

3. Rainbow 

4. Flowers 

5. Indigo 

6. Leaves 

7. Dreaming 

8. Bright 

9. Glory 

 
*Word meanings 

1. Huge – Very big 

2. Bright – Giving out light 

*Answer the following questions. 

Q1. What did Anandi see outside 

her window? 

A1. Anandi saw a rainbow outside 

her window. 

Q2. What are the colours of the 

rainbow? 

A2. Violet , indigo , blue , green , 

yellow, orange and red. 

Q3. What was there in the garden? 

A3. There were beautiful flowers in the 

garden. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u06Lr6PyBLQ


Activity :- Draw and colour the rainbow.  
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